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Hammam Al Ándalus 

"Sixteenth Century Hammam"

A trip to Granada would be incomplete without spending a few hours at a

traditional hammam. One of the best, Hammam Al Ándalus offers a

unique spa experience in the lap of Alhambra, and resurrects the original

sixteenth century Arab bath that once stood here. The Moorish arches,

pillars and vaults have been done in exactly the same fashion as the

original, you’d think that you've stepped back in time. An alluring and

tranquil ambiance pervades every corner of the place, from the pools to

the steam and massage rooms. You can dip in the tepid pools and relax

with a refreshing cup of mint tea later. The Kessa and red grape soap

massages will certainly leave you feeling renewed with a glow and put a

spring back in your step. Booking highly advisable.

 +34 958 22 9978  granada.hammamalandalus.com/  Calle Santa Ana, 16., Granada
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El Bañuelo 

"Oldest Arab Baths Remaining in Granada"

This 11th-century public bathhouse is one of the best preserved buildings

of the period. It's been carefully restored and still gives you a feel of what

it must have been like nearly 1000 years ago. During the Moorish

occupation of the city, there were many bathhouses around town. It has a

social as well as a religious function. The Romans were probably here first,

using the water from the adjacent River Darro. You might want to leave

the owner a tip as entry is free.

 +34 9 5802 7800  www.granadatur.com/monumento/1

18-el-banuelo/

 Carrera del Darro 31, Granada
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Aljibe de San Miguel Baños

Árabes 

"For Tired Travelers"

The tradition of hammams is not new to Granada; Arab baths were an

essential part of the Moorish culture that flourished here. Aljibe recreates

the traditional hammam experience in a tranquil setting inspired by earthy

elements. The hedonistic scents of luxurious oils percolate every corner of

the spa, and the dim lights work well with the soothing ambiance. The

space includes tepid pools, separate massage area and a cushioned

relaxation area where you can sip mint tea after the bathing ritual. You

can choose from a variety of treatments that include specialty massages

and baths.

 +34 958 52 2867  www.aljibesanmiguel.es/  reservas@aljibesanmiguel.

es

 Calle San Miguel Alta 41,

Granada
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Termasaje 

"Japanese-Style Beauty Treatment"

Termasaje is a traditional Japanese bath and massage center in Granada.

As you enter the place, the atmosphere and the surrounding decoration

will transport you to a faraway land in Japan. The place has an authentic

Japanese feel — as you go in, you can see candles and incense sticks

burning and also hear Zen music playing. Along with this, you get to taste

green tea with strawberries and also Japanese cherries — all this to help

you relax and have a wonderful time here. You can reserve a bath with or

without a massage. They provide beauty treatments and also therapeutic

massages for a number of ailments.

 +34 692210901  www.termasaje.es/  info@termasaje.es  Plaza General Emilio Herrera

3, Granada
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